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World Possible

World Possible is a 501(c)(3) organization that develops RACHEL, a database of textbooks, online 
resources, MIT Open courseware and other sources housed in a server – a PC hard drive, flash drive or 

Raspberry Pi configuration – and available offline in a web browser interface.

Content Providers

◆ Database of textbooks, online resources, MIT Open courseware 
and dozens of other educational materials made available offline 
at no cost◆ Infinitely scalable solution, server software and content easily 
copied and used to create additional hotspots by additional 
devices (PCs, tablets, servers, libraries)◆ Mass adoption and implementation; thousands of RACHEL 
installations in all corners of the globe

RACHEL Today

and more
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World Possible Reach

RACHEL World Possible

RACHEL USB ($40)

-Infinitely scalable with 
software to turn any idle 

computer into server

-Easily updatable with localized 
content

-Low cost to deploy

RACHEL Pi ($175)

-Plug and play solution for 
novice computer users

-Allows access in an 
environment where no 

computers are available, works 
with smart phones and tablets

-Low power, can run off battery

World Possible partners with governments, educational institutions and community groups to deliver 
RACHEL to individuals lacking reliable, high-speed internet access.

◆ World Possible can bring expertise to deployment 
locations to help with teacher training, student 
training, installation and non-technical subjects◆ World Possible’s connection to Cisco (where our 
Founders’ worked) has enabled us to offer free 
education to the Cisco Networking Academy◆ We’re developing the largest global network of 
disconnected communities, developers, content 
creators and like-minded individuals 

Confirmed RACHEL Installations1

1 – As RACHEL is infinitely scalable and entirely offline, we believe there are multiple thousands of copies of RACHEL in use; many we are unaware of. 

…and more

Market Study
(available by request)

-1,000’s of RACHELs
-Dozens of Install Partners
-Feedback on effectiveness

-40+ Install Partners 
abandoned by WP due to 

lack of WP resources
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Mobile Charging Stations

-Provide RACHEL to mobile 
charging stations where 

students can download content 
to tablets and phones while they 

charge

Container Computing Labs

-Preliminary discussions with 
SunPower Foundation to utilize 

excess capacity in solar 
containers used in solid waste 
living sites as computing labs

Large Scale Deployments

-World Possible has begun to 
interface with organizations that 
can deploy RACHEL en masse

Offline Expert Community

-A community of experts led by 
World Possible’s Cisco team to 

compile best practices for 
hardware, networking, teaching, 

and content in disconnected 
communities

-A robust forum of like minded 
individuals and a World Possible 
created in-field prototype center

3

World Possible Future

World Possible is going to be the all encompassing source for digital education in offline communities.  
Through our connections to hundreds of field deployments and the creation of World Possible forums, we 
seek to collect best practices from around the world to build the best computer labs, at the lowest cost 

with the best offline resources money can donate.◆ Logging software to track usage and effectiveness◆ Ability for user-generated content, portals for sharing 
amongst local network, downloadable content to phones◆ Functionality for updating content when internet 
connectivity is present◆ Development of RACHEL content in additional languages 
(Hindi, French, Spanish)◆ Continued focus on curating the best Creative Commons 
content available supplemented by locally created content

RACHEL Tomorrow

World Possible Tomorrow
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World Possible In The News

[]
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World Possible In The News
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About Us

World Possible believes in our ability to compile the best content for offline consumption in the world.  Our 
network also provides us insights into best practices for power, networking, hardware, teaching and other 
issues faced in the developing world.  With funding, we believe we can spread our educational materials 

and technological know-how around the globe.

Jeremy Schwartz

Executive Director

Norberto Mujica

Technical Lead

Pranav Rastogi

Co-Founder, India Lead

norberto@worldpossible.org

+1.408.218.5461

pranav@worldpossible.org

+ 99-9910054254

jeremy@worldpossible.org

+1.415.535.2138

Next Steps◆ As a largely three-man endeavor, part-time since 2009, World Possible and RACHEL have reached an 
estimated 10,000+ students, through thousands of installations on all major continents of the globe◆ Due to a lack of human and financial capital, World Possible has been forced to pass on assisting scores 
of worthwhile organizations despite the low-cost of shipping servers and high rewards they provide to 
students.  World Possible has been self-funded almost entirely by its team◆ Feedback from our market research study (July 2013) shows the critical need for RACHEL upgrades in:◆ English content for elementary school students, secondary school students, and vocational training◆ Specialized RACHEL versions in Spanish, Hindi, French and Portuguese with waiting installation partners◆ An ability for users to generate content (offline Craigslist, message boards, wikis for teachers)◆ Better reliability of our Pi server with ability to download activity logs and update content when connected◆ Ability to download content from RACHEL to smartphones and tablets◆ Jeremy Schwartz has committed full-time to developing World Possible and our growth initiatives (pg 3)

World Possible Team

World Possible is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization
Updates on Facebook: facebook.com/worldpossible

www.worldpossible.org
Info@worldpossible.org


